The time has arrived for fresh opportunities. This is the moment to discover new vistas from a bold point of view.

JEEP SOCIAL ADVENTURES. Expand your horizons to include authentic and active Jeep online communities. Post stories, share photos, watch videos, and get the latest news from Jeep gearheads and engineers. Fellow Jeep enthusiasts are waiting to hear from you on Facebook (facebook.com/Jeep), Twitter (twitter.com/Jeep), Flickr (flickr.com/Jeep), and YouTube (youtube.com/TheJeepChannel). Tune in, turn us on, and get out into the virtual world where thrilling adventures are happening every single day.

GO MOBILE. Take an engaging, multimedia tour of your vehicle on your mobile device. Visit the Chrysler Group LLC page in iTunes® from your smartphone or iPad® to download the most up-to-date apps on all of the company’s vehicles. Log in to the Jeep mobile site for a comprehensive, at-a-glance review of what you need to know about your Jeep vehicle. Experience visual and interactive demonstrations of the entire lineup, gaining access to product information at your fingertips, wherever you go.

JEEP JAMBOREES. For those who are driven by an adventurous spirit, we invite you to join us on the trail. You can head for parts unknown or return to fun, familiar places. Jeep Jamboree USA offers off-road adventure weekends that bring together the outdoors, down-to-earth people, and their Jeep 4WD vehicles. We invite you to explore America’s remote backcountry, where great friendships and memories are made.

BEING RESOURCEFUL
Take a closer look at Jeep® Compass by exploring the enclosed Buyer’s Guide or visiting us on the Web. The Jeep brand offers an expansive array of portals for social media, shopping, and owner resources, plus you can discover one-of-a-kind events that can create lifelong connections with like-minded friends. Expand your adventures in every direction by visiting jeep.com.

(1) Based on 2013 EPA estimated 23 city/30 hwy mpg when equipped with 2.0L engine and 5-speed transmission. (2) Do not drive while using this system. Always off-road responsibly in approved areas. (3) No system, no matter how sophisticated, can repeal the laws of physics or overcome careless driving actions. Performance is limited by available traction and adapt speed and driving behavior to prevailing road conditions. Always drive carefully, consistent with conditions. Always wear your seat belt. (4) The Advanced Front Air Bags in this vehicle are certified to the new U.S. federal safety standards. They are designed to provide additional protection to the driver and passenger in certain front-impact collisions. They should never be used in place of proper restraining devices. Air bags should never be used by a driver in a front-facing child seat and should not be used in a rear-facing child seat. All occupants should always wear their lap and shoulder belts properly. (5) Always sit properly with the head restraint properly adjusted. Never ride with your face in the sun visor. (6) SiriusXM services require a subscription, sold separately, after 12-month trial included with vehicle purchase. If you decide to continue your SiriusXM service at the end of your subscription, the plan you choose will automatically renew and bill at the current rates until you call SiriusXM at 1-866-635-2349 to cancel. See our Customer Agreement for complete terms at siriusxm.com. Sirius satellite service is available only to those at least 16 years old with coverage limitations. SiriusXM Traffic available in select markets. See siriusxm.com/traffic for more information. Sirius, XM, and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc. © 2012 Chrysler Group LLC. All rights reserved. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG. Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook Inc. and are registered in one or more countries, including the U.S. iPad, iPhone, iPod and iTunes are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. NASCAR is a registered trademark of the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing, Inc. NFL is a registered trademark of the National Football League and its subsidiaries. The Twitter name, logo, Twitter T, Tweet, and Twitter bird are trademarks of Twitter, Inc. in the United States and other countries. YouTube is a registered trademark of Google Inc.
THE ROAD AHEAD LOOKS MORE INVITING WHEN YOU RIDE IN COMFORT BACKED BY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AND JEEP BRAND CAPABILITY. COMPASS IS READY TO HEAD IN ALL DIRECTIONS, THANKS TO ITS WELCOME EFFICIENCIES. THIS BEAUTIFUL EQUATION ADDS UP TO A FEELING OF TRUE CONFIDENCE EVERYWHERE YOU GO.

JEEP COMPASS IS FINELY TUNED FOR THRILLING ADVENTURES
Say hello to adventure, and adios to the everyday. It's time to head out and grab freedom by the wheel.
LOOK BEYOND ITS NATURAL GOOD LOOKS

This powerhouse knows how to win on all fronts. The standard 2.0L DOHC 16V engine can put over 400 miles between pump stops. Not only that, it cranks out a healthy 158 hp and 141 lb-ft of torque — an impressive performance for an engine this size. It’s matched to a 5-speed manual 2WD transaxle or the Continuously Variable Automatic Transaxle II (CVT2), giving you the option to actively engage or easily cruise with your powertrain.

2.4L DOHC 16V ENGINE. This powerhouse zooms off to achieve an EPA-estimated fuel economy of 22 city/28 hwy mpg while delivering 172 hp supported by 165 lb-ft of torque. The engine’s dual Variable Valve Timing (VVT) electronically controls both intake and exhaust valves, four valves per cylinder (16V total), helping to improve power and encourage an economical performance. Available.

Both the 2.0L and 2.4L engines feature:
> Intake manifold and exhaust flow control valves
> Dual overhead camshafts
> Four valves per cylinder
> Forged crankshaft and connecting rods
> Aluminum block
> Acoustic oil pan

AUTHENTIC FREEDOM MEANS HAVING THE FORTITUDE TO GO ANYWHERE, DO ANYTHING. JEEP COMPASS TAKES THAT STRENGTH, FORGING FORWARD WITH TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED EFFICIENCIES THAT HELP YOU SEE MORE OF THE WORLD FROM A VERY ATTRACTIVE POINT OF VIEW.

*A note about this brochure: All disclaimers and disclosures can be found on the inside back cover.
**FREEDOM DRIVE I.** Active, full-time 4WD capability with LOCK mode, features Electronically Controlled Coupling (ECC), which constantly monitors wheel slippage and transfers torque to the axle that can use it most. In tough conditions, the system can be locked 50/50 front/rear for added low-speed capability and control. Available.

**TOURING-TUNED SUSPENSION.** At every corner, around every corner, four-wheel touring-tuned suspension helps improve handling for a smooth and even ride — over even the most demanding road conditions out there.

**CVT2.** The Continuously Variable Automatic Transaxle II (CVT2) with AutoStick uses a 30-mm high-strength multilayer steel drive belt and two active V-pulleys to vary vehicle speed, resulting in a smooth and quiet ride. The AutoStick shifter puts optimal vehicle performance under your command — a driver-interactive manual control with six simulated stepped-gear ratios. Available.

**FREEDOM DRIVE II.** Enjoy Trail Rated freedom, thanks to full-time 4WD with LOCK mode, Off-Road mode with Hill Descent Control, and Brake Traction Control. Torque is adjusted on-demand for added fuel efficiency. Its all-weather capability expertly handles more difficult off-road situations, as well as deeper snow, mud, and up to 19 inches of water. Available.

**CVT2L.** The second-generation Continuously Variable Automatic Transaxle II (CVT2L) has an integral lower gearing feature that provides the torque multiplication needed for water fording, steep grades, and crawling slowly in off-road events. Includes Off-Road Mode that delivers an off-road capable 19:1 crawl ratio. Available.
COMPASS OFFERS A DISTINCTIVE DRIVING EXPERIENCE THAT’S WELL-SUITED FOR THE CITY, YET IT’S ALWAYS WELL-PREPARED FOR THE TRAIL. COMPASS IS DESIGNED FOR THOSE WHO MAINTAIN A PREFERENCE FOR THE EXTRA MILE — NO MATTER THE DESTINATION.

Reach out to the soft-touch interior and well-placed features found in Compass, like the available cloth and leather-trimmed heated seats that quickly take the bite out of cold days.

OPENING ACT. The rear liftgate opens up not only to reveal 53.6 cu ft of cargo room when the rear seats are laid down flat, but also the available flip-down gate speakers that can blast out a wall of sound.

LOOK SKYWARD. Brighten your outlook with the available sunroof. Its express open/close feature operates with the touch of a button. A sunshade keeps you cool when temps get hot. Included with the Sun and Sound Group.

PREMIUM AUDIO. The available Alpine® Premium Sound System delivers sound that travels as well as you, via nine well-placed speakers, supported by 368 watts of power.
FOR A SERIOUS EXPLORATION OF WORLDLY WILDS, THE CAPABLE 2013 JEEP COMPASS EXPANDS YOUR VIEW. ITS AVAILABLE TRAIL RATED SOUL, WITH ONE INCH OF ADDITIONAL GROUND CLEARANCE, IS YOURS FOR THE TAKING.

ALL-WEATHER HERO
TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEMS.
Embedded sensors continuously monitor the pressure in the tires and will immediately notify the driver when levels drop below the minimum acceptable level.

HEATED POWER EXTERIOR MIRRORS.
Melt snow and ice off your sideview mirrors as you warm up your interior. This available feature also helps to keep your mirrors icicle-free as you drive.

ELECTRONIC STABILITY CONTROL (ESC).
An advanced system designed to assist drivers in maintaining control of their vehicle at all times. It integrates a four-wheel antilock brake system (ABS) with hydraulic Brake Assist, all-speed traction control, and Electronic Roll Mitigation (ERM) to constantly monitor driver input against the vehicle’s actual course. When needed, the system automatically helps provide braking to the appropriate wheels and reduces engine power when overly sharp steering and/or impending wheel lift is detected.

ADVANCED MULTISTAGE FRONT AND SIDE-CURTAIN AIR BAGS.
These air bags provide nearly instantaneous occupant protection by matching air bag output to crash severity.

HALOGEN HEADLAMPS AND FOG LAMPS.
These bright sources of light improve down-road visibility at night or during inclement weather.

HILL START ASSIST (HSA).
This system works to prevent Compass from rolling away when starting the vehicle on an up- or downhill gradient. It holds the vehicle stationary for two seconds after the driver’s foot is removed from the brake pedal, allowing time to apply the throttle. Standard on manual transaxle models, and included with the available Trail Rated® Freedom Drive II® Off-Road Group.

FRONT-SEAT ACTIVE HEAD RESTRAINTS.
In the event of a rear-end collision, the head restraints move forward and upward to decrease the space between the headrest and occupant’s head, thereby helping to reduce the chance of injury.

SiriusXM Traffic.
As packaged with the available Uconnect® 430N radio, SiriusXM Traffic provides access to detailed information on accidents, traffic flow, construction, road closures, and more. Alternative route guidance and mapping let you easily avoid trouble areas to help you arrive safely and on time.

PEACE OF MIND GOES FAR.
Head out with confidence, knowing that a robust set of more than 30 available safety and security features are in place, keeping watch on the trail and on the road. A Jeep, engineered safety cage structure contains a front crumple zone specifically designed to absorb energy during a frontal impact. Your all-weather hero is always on guard.
FIVE PERFORMANCE CATEGORIES are designed to prove the capability of every Trail Rated® Jeep® vehicle.

> TRACTION. Trail Rated traction helps you maintain controlled forward motion on snowy back roads and icy bridges. You can climb steep sand dunes and master muddy two-tracks. Others may fear untamed terrain, but your Trail Rated Compass has the traction within to master all kinds of topography and driving conditions.

> ARTICULATION. Trail Rated Compass suspension systems enhance on- and off-road performance by maximizing flexibility, axle articulation, and wheel travel. This standard indicates that when one or more wheels are elevated, the Jeep 4x4 system helps the others stay on the ground longer to keep you moving.

> MANEUVERABILITY. Every Compass is born with the athletic ability to navigate narrow gaps, dodge emergency situations, and avoid cosmetic damage to underbody sills, thanks to precision steering and optimized wheelbases.

> GROUND CLEARANCE. Head out knowing that your Trail Rated Compass has optimized approach, departure, and breakover angles designed to clear logs, rocks, and uneven ground. Your undercarriage is protected, too, with forged skid plates that cover your vehicle’s most valuable underbody elements.

> WATER FORGING. Traverse that stream with confidence, thanks to additional electrical and body seals, plus a high air-intake location. Compass has the capability to safely manage in up to 19 inches of water. Always inspect all waterways before proceeding. If there are no unforeseen pitfalls.

It’s the recognized standard for off-road capability. The available Trail Rated® fortitude of Jeep, Compass helps you navigate the world and all it offers. On the road or on the trail, Compass works to safely get you through the challenges Mother Nature sets before you.
A unique idea is crafted within a small detail — within the inner headlamp lies a replica of the iconic Jeep brand seven-slot grille.
Inspiration is the seed of innovation. Jeep® Compass takes its cues from the world around us. Throughout, you will find details designed to serve — naturally.
INTERACTION. UCONNECT® brings a range of communication and entertainment services straight into your vehicle, all bundled together within a robust UCONNECT system. With so many convenient options to choose from, discover how you’d like to connect at DRIVEUCONNECT.COM.

ENTERTAINMENT. Manage all of your media. You’ll have several ways to access audio. Get the sound going via CDs/DVDs, MP3s, remote USB port, auxiliary input jack, hard-disc storage, Voice Command, SiriusXM Satellite Radio (your first year of service is included), and Bluetooth® streaming audio.

PHONE. Talking on the phone while driving has never been easier—or more responsible. Uconnect Phone is the in-vehicle voice-activated communication system that allows you to talk on your Bluetooth® compatible phone virtually hands-free. This clever system is also smart enough to synchronize with your Bluetooth® compatible phone’s contact list*—up to 1,000 entries—every time you get into your vehicle.

NAVIGATION. Provides enhanced Garmin GPS navigation and destination entry via voice command. Find a restaurant, airport, museum, or department store, and get directions with a simple request. Lane assist and junction view are also displayed.

VOICE COMMAND. It simplifies driving by letting you keep your eyes on the road and your hands on the wheel. Use your voice to select AM/FM radio stations, SiriusXM® Satellite Radio channels, and make calls.

WEB. Put the power of high-speed Internet in your vehicle with Uconnect Web. Effortlessly connect any WiFi-enabled device to the Internet at broadband speeds, making your vehicle a mobile hotspot. Passengers can use multiple devices at the same time. There’s no need for cell cards or software with this unique Authentic Accessory by Mopar®—it’s all wireless. Subscription required. Sold separately.

GARMIN® NAV. Head out in the right direction with Garmin, the most recognized name in GPS way-finding. It features Garmin’s intuitive user interface and navigation with lane guidance, bringing the popular handheld experience to a factory in-dash screen.

SIRIUSXM TRAVEL LINK®. Access a wealth of information at your fingertips, including national and local weather reports, local gas prices, in-game and final sports scores, weekly movie times, even local ski slope conditions. Your first year of service is included.

SIRIUS SELECT®—Over 130 Channels. This is what satellite radio is all about. Enjoy commercial-free music, plus sports, news, talk, and entertainment. And get a selection of premium programming, including every NFL game, Howard Stern, every NASCAR® race, Martha Stewart, and more. Visit www.siriusxm.com for details.
STANDARD

- 2.0L DOHC 16V dual VVT 4-cylinder engine
- 5-speed manual transmission with Hill Start Assist (HSA)
- Antilock brake system (ABS)
- Bright roof side rails
- Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
- Brake Assist
- All-speed traction control
- Electronic Roll Mitigation (ERM)
- Speed control
- Fully independent touring-tuned suspension
- Sentry Key® antitheft engine immobilizer
- Premium cloth-trimmed seats
- Speed-sensitive power locks
- Remote keyless entry
- Tire pressure monitoring warning lamp
- Uconnect® radio
- 12-volt accessory power outlet
- Outside temperature gauge
- Power heated folding mirrors
- Fog lamps
- 16-inch cast aluminum wheels

For a full list of optional features, explore the enclosed Buyer’s Guide at the back of the catalog, or visit jeep.com.

SPORT

LATITUDE

STANDARD

- 2.0L DOHC 16V dual VVT 4-cylinder engine
- Continuously Variable Automatic Transaxle (CVT)
- Bright roof side rails
- Antilock brake system (ABS)
- Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
- Brake Assist
- Electronic Roll Mitigation (ERM)
- Speed control
- Fully independent touring-tuned suspension
- Sentry Key® antitheft engine immobilizer
- Premium cloth-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats

STANDARD

- Front-passenger fold-flat bucket seat
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel with speed and audio controls
- Speed-sensitive power locks
- Remote keyless entry
- Tire pressure monitoring warning lamp
- Uconnect® radio
- 12-volt accessory power outlet
- Outside temperature gauge
- Power heated folding mirrors
- Fog lamps
- 16-inch cast aluminum wheels

For a full list of optional features, explore the enclosed Buyer’s Guide at the back of the catalog, or visit jeep.com.
STANDARD

> 2.4L DOHC 16V dual VVT 4-cylinder engine
> Continuously Variable Automatic Transaxle II (CVT2 with AutoStick)
> Bright roof side rails
> Antilock brake system (ABS)
> Electronic Stability Control (ESC)³
> Brake Assist
> Electronic Roll Mitigation (ERM)
> Speed control
> Fully independent touring-tuned suspension
> Sentry Key® antitheft engine immobilizer
> Heated leather-trimmed front bucket seats
> Power six-way adjustable driver’s seat

LIMITED

> Front-passenger fold-flat bucket seat
> Leather-wrapped steering wheel with speed and audio controls
> Speed-sensitive power locks
> Remote keyless entry
> Vehicle Information Center
> Tire pressure monitoring warning lamp
> Uconnect® radio
> SiriusXM Satellite Radio⁶
> Automatic temperature control (ATC)
> 12-volt accessory power outlet
> Outside temperature gauge
> Power heated folding mirrors
> Fog lamps
> 18-inch cast aluminum wheels

For a full list of optional features, explore the enclosed Buyer’s Guide at the back of the catalog, or visit jeep.com.
AUTHENTIC JEEP ACCESSORIES

Choose Mopar® for quality parts and accessories made to custom-fit your Compass. Mile after mile, you’ll keep going strong with our expert service, genuine parts, Express Lane Service, and online Owner Connect Web site (register at owners.jeep.com). See your Jeep dealer for all the latest parts and accessories. You can learn more about the world of Mopar and all it has to offer at mopar.com.
EXPRESS YOUR TRUE NATURE

Uncover an extensive line of fun that’s been developed exclusively for the Jeep® brand enthusiast. From authentic wearables to unique gifts, all items are as rugged and durable as your Jeep vehicle. There’s more to life when you can express what really moves you.

Learn more at jeep.com/gear
HEAD IN A NEW DIRECTION